Amazon under Threat: Fires, Loggers and Now Virus
by Camilla Costa
May 21, 2020 – The Amazon rainforest - which plays a vital role in balancing the world's climate and helping fight global warming - is also suffering as a result of the coronavirus pandemic.  Deforestation jumped 55% in the 1st 4 months of 2020, compared with the same period last year, as people have taken advantage of the crisis to carry out illegal clearances.
An average Amazon hectare holds 310 tree species, 160 of birds, 96 of epiphytes, 44 of fish, 33 of amphibians, 22 of reptiles, 10 of primates, and 1 billion invertebrates in the soil.
Deforestation, illegal mining, land clearances, and wildfires were already at an 11-year high.  Scientists say we're fast approaching a point of no return - after which the Amazon will no longer function as it should.
Here, we look at the pressures pushing the Amazon to the brink and ask what the 9 countries that share this unique natural resource are doing to protect it.
The largest and most diverse tropical rainforest in the world is home to 33 million people and 1,000s of species of plants and animals.
Since coronavirus spread to Brazil, in March, Amazonas has been the state to register Brazil's highest infection rates.  It also has one of the most underfunded health systems in the country.
As elsewhere, social distancing and travel restrictions have been imposed to limit the spread of the virus.
But many of the field agents working to protect reserves have pulled out, Jonathan Mazower, of Survival International, says.  That allows loggers and miners to target these areas.
In April, as the number of cases rose and states started adopting isolation measures, deforestation actually increased 64% compared with the same month in 2019, according to preliminary satellite data from space research agency INPE.
Last year, an unprecedented number of fires devastated huge swaths of forest in the Amazon.  Peak fire season begins in July, which some experts worry could coincide with the peak of the coronavirus crisis.
The Brazilian authorities are deploying troops in the Amazon region to help protect the rainforest, to tackle illegal deforestation and forest fires.  But critics say that the government’s rhetoric and policies could actually be encouraging loggers and illegal miners.
Even before this year’s spike in deforestation, the rate across the 9 Amazon countries had continued to rise.  Brazil and Bolivia were among the top 5 countries for loss of primary forest in 2018; both saw a dramatic increase in wildfires last year.
But that is not the only problem.  "To only speak of deforestation when we refer to the loss of the Amazon is what I call "the great green lie"," says climate scientist Antonio Donato Nobre.  "The destruction of the Amazon rainforest up till now is much bigger than the almost 20% that they talk of in the media."
To get a more complete sense of the scale of the destruction, Dr Nobre says it is necessary to take into account the figures for degradation.  This happens when a combination of pressures on a stretch of forest - such as fires, logging or unlicensed hunting - make it hard for the ecosystem to function properly.
A degraded forest has drier soil with more dead trees, making it easier for fire to spread.  Its tree canopy is more open, it has fewer animal species, and more wind at ground level.
Even if an area does not lose all its trees and vegetation, degradation strips the rainforest of properties that are vital to the planet.
Scientists say that if we don't reverse current levels of deforestation and degradation, the consequences of climate change could accelerate.
Not All Deforestation Is the Same
The most common way of measuring deforestation is "tree cover loss" - where forest vegetation has been completely erased.
In 2018 alone, the tree cover loss in the Amazon reached 4 million hectares (40,000 sq km), according to Global Forest Watch.
Almost half of this was primary forest - 1.7 million hectares of forest that was still in its original state and rich in biodiversity.  Its destruction was the same as 3 football pitches of virgin forest being destroyed every minute in 2018.
This may seem insignificant - only 0.32% of the forest in the whole Amazon biome - but it is also a question of quality.
"Each hectare deforested means part of the ecosystem ceases to function.  And this affects the rest," says Oxford University rainforest expert Erika Berenguer.
In the last 10 years, figures for primary forest loss have remained high or spiked in most of the Amazon nations.
What Role Do Trees Play?
Primary forest is home to trees that can be 100s or even 1,000s of years old.  They perform a powerful role in mitigating the effects of climate change, as they act as an enormous CO2 store.
A small part of the CO2 absorbed by trees during photosynthesis is released into the atmosphere during respiration.  The rest is transformed into carbon which the trees use to produce the sugars needed for their metabolism.
The older and larger the tree, the more carbon it stores.  According to Dr Berenguer, a large tree (with at least 3 meters circumference) can contain 3 to 4 tonnes of carbon.  This is the same as about 10 to 15 tonnes of CO2, or what a family car emits over 4 years.
“Many people believe that, to make up for what we've lost in the Amazon, we just need to plant trees elsewhere.  But that is not the case.”  says Dr. Berenguer.
One of the direct effects of deforestation is that it releases CO2 stored in the forest.  Forest fires or the decomposition of felled trees both transform the carbon within the tree back into gas.
For this reason, scientists fear that the Amazon will stop being a carbon store and will instead become a serious emitter of CO2, accelerating the effects of climate change.
A recent study claimed that 20% of the Amazon is already emitting more CO2 that it absorbs.
The (In)Visible Destruction of the Amazon
Experts like Antonio Nobre believe that deforestation does not show the full picture of what is being lost and that we should also take into account "degradation".
This phenomenon is as much the result of climatic events - such as drought, as human action - such as burning or illegal logging which strip the forest of its vital functions.  However, seen from above, it may seem that the forest is still standing.
“We should not cut down another single tree in the Amazon region.” says Dr. Nobre.
"Even though not all the vegetation is lost, the soil is drier and more fragile.  This changes the microclimate of the forest and makes it easier for fires to spread, because the soil heats up faster," explains Alexander Lees, professor of tropical ecology at Manchester Metropolitan University in the UK.
Scientists also warn that degradation is an important factor in releasing stored CO2.  A new study by Raisg says 47% of all the emissions in the Amazon are as a result of degradation.  And in 7 of the 9 Amazon countries, they say, degradation is the main source of their CO2 emissions. 
Degradation also makes the forest less efficient.  It loses, for example, the ability to generate some of its own rain.
If we take the deforestation and degradation together, more than 50% of the Amazon no longer performs environmental services for the region's climate, says Antonio Nobre.
Mr Nobre says the degraded areas of the Amazon are nearly twice as big as the deforested areas.
A recent report by the Colombian government confirms that between 2012 and 2015, its own Amazon region lost 187,955 hectares of forest to deforestation and 414,605 hectares to degradation - more than double.
So why don't they talk about degradation when measuring forest loss in the Amazon?  "It is a difficult phenomenon to measure, because although you can see degradation on satellite images, you need to have data from the ground to understand the real picture - whether that area is more or less degraded or is recovering," says Alexander Lees.
Among the Amazon countries, only Brazil regularly publishes annual degradation figures.  However, scientists from across the region are trying to produce the relevant data to form a wider picture of the current state of the forest.
What Happens if We Lose the Forest?
If deforestation and degradation continue at current levels, the Amazon could stop working as a tropical ecosystem, even if some of it is still standing.
We could be dangerously close to what scientists call "the tipping point" - when the nature of the Amazon will completely change.
This will happen when total deforestation reaches between 20% and 25%.  That could happen in the next 20 or 30 years.
It would cause the length of the dry season and temperatures in the forest to increase.  Trees would start to die and the tropical rainforest could become more like a dry savannah.
The projection, however, still does not take into account degradation, because of the difficulty of measuring it across Panamazonas - the joint Amazon biome across the different national borders.
This means it could be even closer than they think.  But what could happen after the tipping point?
Less Rain
Scientists can't say exactly what a sudden transformation of the Amazon rainforest would mean.
But Brazilian climatologist Carlos Nobre says temperatures in the region could increase by 1.5-3°C in the areas which become degraded savannas.  And that is without taking into account possible increases already caused by global warming.
This could have a catastrophic impact on the local economy.  Less rain and higher temperatures mean less water for animals or growing crops like soya.
More Disease
Some studies link deforestation to an increase in illnesses transmitted by mosquitoes, such as malaria and leishmaniasis.  The process of degradation could make the insects look for other sources of food and get closer to urban settlements.
And temperature increases could lead to more heat-related cardiovascular and respiratory diseases, says Beatriz Oliveira, from Brazil's Climate Change Investigations Network (Red-Clima).
"Even if the conditions we have at the moment stay the same, temperatures in the Amazon region could increase by 8[°]C, taking into account deforestation and global warming by 2070....  Replacing the rainforest with another ecosystem, this increase could be even greater or could happen sooner."
Can We Prevent Tipping Point?
According to Carlos Nobre, there is a way.
"First, we should adopt a zero deforestation policy in Panamazonas, immediately, together with a reforestation program in the south, south-east and east of the Amazon, which are the most vulnerable areas."
"If we could restore 60,000 or 70,000 sq km in this large area, where the dry season is already much longer, we could help the forest get back to working better and it would be more resilient."
That doesn't seem an easy task in the near future.
What Are the Threats in the Amazon's 9 Countries?
Deforestation and its causes are a major source of friction among the governments of the 9 Amazon nations, environmentalists, companies and indigenous groups.  The desire for economic development clashes, in the main, with the preservation of the Amazon and its native peoples.
It affects the ecosystem of the whole region, including those who are not part of the Amazon itself, and beyond.
Antonio Nobre says: "The ring made by central-southern Brazil and the River Plate basin would be a desert if it wasn't for the Amazon.
"People have no idea what it would mean to lose this magnificent hydrological system."
So what is driving deforestation in each of the Amazon nations, how much primary forest have they lost, and what are their governments doing?  See the original URL for extensive country-by-country analyses.
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